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GEOMETRICALLY NON-LINEAR ANALYSIS OF REINFORCED CONCRETE
FRAME STRUCTURES WITH THE ACCOUNT OF CREEP
AND CRACKING IN THE TENSION ZONE
I. Cypinas
1. Introduction

methods are developed to evaluate various secondary

equations must be reformulated in terms of discrete
time intervals. Describing the stress history a = cr( t)

A number of analytical models and approximate
factors, influencing the real behaviour of reinforced

by a broken line, we shall replace the integral relation

concrete structures. Some of these methods, such as

(1.1) by a finite sum. Then the increment of strain will

age-adjusted-effective-modulus (AAEM) method for

be written in a concise form as

concrete creep analysis [1 ], interpolation formulas [2],

A a·1
Ae·I = - +Ae'·.
£!
I

used to evaluate the contribution of the cracked
tension zone to the resistance of a reinforced concrete

(1.3)

I

Ef

The quasi-elastic modulus

cross-section, and approximate methods for P-A

here is

I·

Aa·
-1= -1 J' J ( t· t' ) dt'.
E·'
At·
"
I
I ti-l

analysis of a structure [3], are widely used. Each of
them proved its validity for the solution of the

(1.4)

particular problems. But in the case of coupling of

The second term in (1.3)

these factors the results may be unexpected, and more

contribution of previously applied stress:

consistent analytical models are required.
The creep strain at time t due to variable stress
cr{t'} is represented by the hereditary integral
(1.1)

e(t)= cr(t 0 )J(t,t 0 )+ to J(t,t')dcr(t').

priate analytical expression, adjusted to the available
experimental data. A number of algebraic relations for
this function are proposed [4], [5], [6]. Constitutive
relation (1.1) can be extended to the non-linear range,
when the stress exceeds the level about 0.4/c. where fc
-

compressive

strength.

The

authors

of

[6]

recommend the relation that can be presented in the
form, analogous to (1.1)

e(t) = cr(t 0 )J(t,t 0 ) +to J(t,t')dF[cr(t')]

(1.2)

represents the

i-1 A cr . ti
Aei'=cr 0 AJ(ti,to)+ LA/ JAl(ti,t')dt'. (1.5)
j=l

1 tj-1

Here

Aei
The creep compliance function J(t, t') here is appro-

A ej

= e(ti)- e(ti-1),

Aai

= a(ti)- cr{ti_I),

A ti = ti -ti-l> A J(ti, t') = J(ti,

t')- J(ti-1> t').

(1.6)

This formulation is known as the so-called
memory model of creep [7). Its disadvantage is large
demand of storage space for stress history of each
individual member. One can attempt to diminish the
data storage, converting the creep compliance function
into a series form
m

J(t,t') = Lak(t) bk(t').

(1.7)

k=l

The increment of strain then will be obtained as

where F( a) is a certain time-independent function.
Integral-type constitutional relations will be
involved in the resulting set of governing structural

m

equations that are obtained by means of finite element

ti-l

LA ak(ti) Jbk(t'} dcr{t').

techniques. To obtain a numerical solution these

k=l
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t0

(1.8)

(1.9)
The expansion (1.7) represents the so-called state
model of creep [7]. The quasi-elastic modulus in this
model is represented by the first sum in (1.8). The
second sum describes the influence of the stress
history. It is obvious that the state model does not
exempt from the necessity to store that information.
The information about the stress history here is stored
in an indirect form, as the integrals in the second sum

The main goal of this research is to formulate the
consistent theoretical approach, and to elaborate the
appropriate computational procedures that would be
able to account for all above mentioned factors at the
same time. The finite element computer code, based
on the Newton-Raphson algorithm, has been
developed and employed to trace the response of the
structure in the time domain. The software is applicable to the middle-size planar structural problems.

of (1.8). The two creep models were investigated and
compared in [7], but no one showed its decisive

2. Cracking relations for concrete

advantages.
To avoid the laborious time-stepping procedures,
the so-called algebraic methods are used (see, for
instance, [8]). Equivalent modulus (EM) method
corresponds to the rectangle method of integration
with only one step, mean stress (MS) method is an
equivalent of trapezium integration method. Ageadjusted-equivalent-modulus (AAEM) method [1] is
much more sophisticated. But it rests on the stress
mode superposition principle, and therefore hardly
can be applied to the non-linear problems.
In recommendations [9], issued by the Moscow
Institute of Concrete and Reinforced Concrete, the
kernel of the hereditary integral is represented by the
series of type of (1.7), with four exponential terms.
The creep function has been picked out phenomenologically, using the creep test results. Physically
more grounded approach, derived from the so-called
solidification theory, is presented by Z. P. Baiant in
[10]. The creep compliance function is expanded by
the Dirichlet series; the exponential expansion
simplifies the numerical solution.
It must be pointed out that concrete in its creep
behaviour exhibits rather fading stress memory.
Therefore, only the latest stress increments need to be
represented in full details, and storage requirements
for the memory model may be significantly
diminished. The memory model of creep is applied in
this paper.
In some recent publications, for instance [11 ],
[12], the tensile stresses of concrete are neglected.
However, as far back as in 1984 [13], it was observed
that concrete do have significant influence on the
creep behaviour of reinforced concrete member in
flexure.

If cracks occur in the tension zone of a reinforced
concrete member, essential non-linearity is introduced
into its behaviour. Non-linear interaction between the
tensile reinforcement and adjacent concrete layers is
analytically described and investigated in author's
previous works [14], [15). The equivalent strainsoftening response of concrete is adopted to represent
the contribution of adjacent concrete layers to the
resistance of the tensile reinforcement.
The linear creep law (1.1) implies a linear
distribution of stress over the compression zone of a
cross-section. The cracking behaviour of concrete in
the tension zone is described by the analytical stressstrain relation

0"

I"'
nx,

= !( &s) =

'
{

ft

sj ,

x-&
&1 ,

pX
p-t+xfi,

if xs;l
if X> 1

(2.1)

that is presented in Fig. 2.1. Here /,' is the tensile
the strain,
strength of concrete, & 1 ' = ft'/ Esec attained at /,' . The value of p can be computed by the
empirical formula [16), based on experimental results.
This quantity depends on the parameters of the tensile
reinforcement, and the dimensions of the tensile zone.
Equation (2.1) approximately summarises the
complicated picture of interaction between tensile
reinforcement, cracked concrete, and adjacent layers
of concrete in an uncracked zone. In the case of
ordinary short-time loading the strain & 5 in (2.1),
consists of elastic component and the cracking part ~
(2.2)
and equation represents the time-independent stressstrain relation.
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L1ci = L1ui

1
(-Eran1---Esec
-+~)
+L1cj.
Ei

(2.5)

tga=Esec
Stress-strain relation (2.1) in its descending
branch is valid provided the strain parameter c• is

Fig. 2.1. Basic stress-strain relation with the reloading
path

The total strain c in the case of the long-time
loading of the tension zone can be analogically divided
into a linear creep component cc according to the
hereditary equation (1.1) and a cracking component;:
(2.3)

Equating the quantity ; in both sums (2.2) and (2.3),
we obtain the expression for an argument c' of the
function (2.1). In this way the main relationship
between the long-time strain c and stress u can be
formulated:

c• = &-u(t0 )J(t,t0 )- { J(t ,t')du(t')+ u(t).
o

growing monotonically. In case of reverse deformation
the so-called Bauschinger's effect occurs, as it is shown
in Fig. 2.1. We shall consider only small single reverse
of strain that usually takes place in the case of the shift
of a neutral axis of a cross-section. In the unloading
case the tangent modulus in (2.5) becomes Eran = Esec
and that equation is reduced to the form of (1.3). This
relation also remains valid in case of subsequent
reloading until the stress level returns to the unloading
point cr un.
3. Finite Element Model
Long-time behaviour of the cracked reinforced
concrete cross-section in plane flexure was consistently
investigated in [15]. The layer model of a section was
introduced in that publication. The use of that model
is justified by the non-linear distribution of stress in
the cracked zone and prospective extension of the
model to the non-linear creep according to (1.2).
Numerical procedures to evaluate the stress resultants

(2.4)

(3.1)

Esec

These two equations represent the coupling of creep
and cracking strains by the consecutive junction of the
non-linear element, modelling the cracking behaviour
according to (2.1), and linear creep that follows (1.1).
That model of interaction between creep and cracking
strains has been presented in reference [17]. In a
similar way the interaction between the creep and
quasi-brittle response of material in compression after
the attainment of peak stress can be modelled [18].
To obtain the long- time relation between uand c
explicitly, the quantity cs must be eliminated from the
(2.4). That can be achieved performing time
discretisation, in an incremental form, as it was
demonstrated
previously
in
[14].
Denoting
Eran = do- , and using notations from (1.5) and (1.6),

the incremental section stiffness parameters
1 00

=

fAE- dA,

f-

loy= AEzdA, lyy

=

fA Ez dA
2

(3.2)

and parameters due to the previous stress action
L1F'=

LEL1c' dA,

L1 M~

LE&'z dA

=

(3.3)

for i-th time step were elaborated in [15]. The
modulus E in these formulas corresponds to the
quantity in brackets in (2.5) if the concrete is cracked,
and E = E' otherwise.
The reference axes here are chosen arbitrarily.
Equations, relating section force increments L1 Fj ,
L1 Mi to the deformation increments during the i-th
time interval are obtained in the form

des

one can formulate the basic incremental constitutional
relation of concrete for the i-th time step:

. 13.

f:J.Fi

= 1 00 flE~ +loyflK{ -flF/, }

r- flM?

fl M { = ] yO fl E~ + J yy fl K

(3.4)

where Ll &? is axial strain increment at the co-ordinate

concrete stress increments

origin point, Ll Kf - curvature increment in regard of

constant, if the bending moment is variable. But the
axial force increment Ll F; in the left-hand side of

y- axis. The right-hand reference system is adopted

here, and corresponding sign rule is assumed.
It must be noted that incremental stiffness
parameters in (3.4) significantly change in the course
of loading, hence, the position of the principal axis in
an incremental sense is also being changed. The
section stiffness matrix in the equations (3.4), referred
to the arbitrary co-ordinate axes, is not diagonal, as a
rule. The section stiffness matrix in (3.4), however, can
easily be diagonalised for each particular deformation
increment by the appropriate shift of the co-ordinate
origin point. Then the equations (3.4) will appear in
the form

JA Ll u j

dA will not be

(3.5) must be constant owing to the equilibrium
condition. Hence, by virtue of (3.5) the axial
elongation 6. Ei in the right-hand side of the equation
must also be variable if Ll F;' is not constant.
In order to express the variable axial elongation,
an additional third node with one degree of freedom
has been introduced at a mid-length of the finite
element, and quadratic displacement function for axial
displacements has been assumed. Variable centroidal
strains are obtained
in form of

E(x) = t[u 1{4f-3)+u2 {4f-t)-4u3 {2f-t)] .(3.8)

Here

is

incremental

section

stiffness parameter in regard of centroidal axis,
zc = Joy j J 00 is the location of centroidal axis for

Here l is the length of the element, u 1 and u2 are the
axial displacements of the nodes, and u 3 is the
displacement of the additional node. As to the
transverse displacements, they are expressed in >an
usual cubic form, and curvatures of an element are
represented by a linear function

current deformation increment. The increment of the
longitudinal strain

K(x) = w1(~p

(3.6)

is measured at the centroid of a cross-section. All
section integrals now are computed in regard of
centroidal axes, so the axial force increments
LlF;, LlF;' in (3.5) are applied to the centroid of the
section. Moments are equal to
(3.7)

12x)
-x (i6x)
l3
I P
I

-w2(~-12x)%2(~- 6x)
3
2
p

1

1

I

where w1 and w2 are the displacements in the zdirection of first and second node respectively, z1 and
z2 are rotations of these nodes in the clock-wise
direction.
The linearized part of strain is expressed by an
ordinary strain-displacement compatibility relation

It must be remembered that in case of varying

bending moment the cross-sectional stiffness of the
finite element is also variable. Another complication is
more intricate. The point is that the term Ll F;' in the
first of equations (3.5) may be not constant over the
length of the finite element even if the stiffness
parameters are constant. Indeed, the integral quantity
Ll F;' in (3.3) depends on the creep strain component
Ll &j , defined by (1.5), as a linear function of the
previous stress increments Ll u j, j = 1, ... , i - 1 . But
in case of asymmetric reinforcement the resultants of

(3.9)

(3.10)

Here matrix B(x) follows from the form functions
(3.8), (3.9). Vector of generalised section strains is
0

°

6. e = {e(x), K(x)}

t

and the extended nodal displacement vector reads as

Subsequently, the incremental relation (3.5) for
element nodal forces may be represented in a matrix
form
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[r

J

r

~Fi = JL Bt (x)JiB(x)dx ~z- JL Bt (x)~Ridx .(3.11)
0

0

0

0

shift of the nodal points in z direction and the rotation

0

tanf3 =

Here Ji is the section stiffness matrix from (3.5),
~ Ri- the vector that consists of the second terms of

right-hand side of equations (3.5). All quantities here
are attributed to the centroidal co-ordinate axes of
corresponding cross-sections of an element. The linear
distribution of section parameters in matrix

Ji

and

vector ~ Ri over the length of an element is assumed,
hence, the integration in (3.11) can be performed
analytically. The matrix in quadratic brackets is the
element stiffness matrix, the integral in the second
term of (3.11) represents a certain fictitious element
force vector due to the previous stress action. The
analytical expressions for the entries of the element
stiffness matrix and the components of fictitious
element force vector are presented in the Appendix.
The variable u3 can be eliminated from the
element equations (3.11), using the ordinary variable
condensation techniques. Elimination formulas are
also presented in the Appendix. The variables u3 will
not appear in global finite element equations.
Location of the incremental centroidal axis x of
the element, that is determined by the centroides of
the end sections, does not coincide with the origin of
the local element co-ordinate axes, chosen initially.

x by the angle f3:

of the initial x-axis to the position
Zcz - zcl •

I

(3.12)

On the other hand, the section stress resultants are
evaluated in the initial axes, and so the nodal force in
the additional node 3 must also be transformed
into

x- z, reference

axes, as it is stated in the

Appendix.
Performing the above-mentioned transforms, one
obtains a quasi-elastic stiffness matrix kf for the e-th
finite element at the i-th time step. This matrix is
related to the linearized part of strain. To evaluate the
contribution of the no-linear large-displacement
component of strain, the geometrical stiffness matrix
[19] must be added. The incremental linear

k;

equations for an individual finite element will read:
(3.13)
Here Ll zf is an incremental displacement vector,
Ll pf -an incremental vector of externally applied

forces; vector Ll qf represents the element force
increment due to the previous stress action. The global
incremental equations for the i-th displacement
increment of a whole structure
(3.14)
are obtained by means of usual element assemblage
formulas
K; = LA~kfAe,

(3.15)

e

LlP;

= LA~Llpf,

LlQ;

= LA~Llqf,

e

(3.16)

e

Llzf =AeLIZ;, e= 1,2,...

(3.17)

Here Ae is a matrix, relating the e-th individual
Fig. 3.1. Initial reference axesx- z and incremental shifted
reference axes i of a finite element

z

This situation is depicted in Fig. 3.1. The stiffness
matrix of an element must be computed in regard of
the inclined local centroidal axes

x- z,

and so the

congruent transform of the element stiffness matrix
must be performed, to convert it into the initial
reference axes x - z. This transform consists of the

displacement vector of an element to the global
displacement vector of the structure.
4. Non-Linear Solution Program

The set of non-linear structural equations,
depending on time, appear for the whole structure.
These equations determine the time-varying
materially and geometrically non-linear deformation
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of a structure. Sophisticated computer program, based
on the incremental/iterative Newton-Raphson method
has been developed to solve this problem. The load
incrementation steps match with the time subdivision
points. Each incrementation step consists of two
stages: 1) tangent prediction of displacement
increments, 2) iterative correction of the obtained
tangent solution. At the first stage the tangent solution
(4.1)
is performed at every time/load incrementation step.
The global displacement vector Z; = zH + Ll Z; ,
obtained after the current step, generally will not
satisfy global non-linear equations. The arising error
can be described in a linearized form, and the
recurrent matrix equation for the equilibrium
corrections may be written:
KF) LlzF)

= P;- F{ z~j- 1 ) ),

j

=1, 2, ...

(4.2)

history of a fibre

after j-1 equilibrium correction steps. Nodal force
vector is determined in the initial co-ordinate axes,
and there is no need to transform it, but the thirdnode axial force component must be represented
in

x-z,axes,

Ll Qi

,

using equations (AS), (A6). Vector
representing the action of previous stress

history, does not appear in this equation. It must be
noted that the correction value

Ll zF)

do not

correspond to any time interval; it is the j-th addition
to the approximate· displacement vector value

zV-

1
)

at

just the same time moment t;.
The computer program comprises a number of
levels: 1) modelling of individual concrete layers of
reinforced concrete cross-sections, 2) evaluating the
quasi-elastic incremental stiffness parameters and
stress resultants of the cross-sections, 3) computing
incremental stiffness matrices and stress resultants of
the finite elements, 4) the global analysis of non-linear
behaviour of a whole structure.
Numerical procedure for a separate layer or fibre
of concrete is described in [14]. The array of stress

must be supplied for this

procedure. The stress values are saved indirectly, as
the functions of the strain parameters

cf

according to

(2.1). The potential advantage of this way of storing is
that it utilises the linear distribution of strains over the
height of the cross-section, and cross-sectional
distribution of stresses may be represented more
economically in this way [15]. The procedure
computes the quasi-elastic modulus Ei , the strain
increment due to previous stress action Lie( for every
time step, and updates the stress value

a( ti)

by the

end of the current time step. This procedure also
detects possible unloading/reloading of the concrete
fibre. The quasi-elastic modulus is E; = Esec, if the
concrete fibre is uncracked, or if unloading takes
place. Otherwise the modulus Ei corresponds to a
quantity in brackets of (2.5)
1

1

1

1

E;

Elan

Esec

EJ

-=-=---+-.

The right-hand side of this equation can be considered
as certain nodal force unbalance vector. P; here is the
external force vector at the i-th time step, and F( ) is
the nodal force vector at the same time, corresponding
to the nodal displacements ~j- 1 ), that are obtained

a(t)

(4.3)

Numerical procedures of the second level
compute the integral quantities (3.1) - (3.3) for the
reinforced concrete cross-section at the i-th time step.
These quantities represent incremental stiffness
parameters J 00 , Joy, J YY , section stress resultants
F, MY, and incremental components .LIF', M; of
these resultants due to the previous stress action. This
procedure uses the values of Ei , Ll&i , and a( ti) ,
computed by the first-level procedure.
The third-level procedures present incremental
stiffness matrix

kf

and fictitious force increment Ll qf

for each individual finite element e before the current
i-th time step, and the nodal force resultants after the
current time step. Geometric stiffness matrix for each
finite element is added according to [19].
Incremental/iterative Newton - Raphson procedure is employed in the fourth level. Updated
Lagrangian approach was used. External loading is
given as a function of time. The global displacement
incrementation procedure is performed as follows:
1. Input: time subdivision points t; , external forces
F; , i = 0, 1, ... , N .
2. Loop over the time increments: i = 1, ... , N .

3. Compute and factorize incremental stiffness matrix
of the structure.
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4. Compute previous load action parameters (3.3)
and add them to the load increment at a current
time step.

5. Solve incremental equations for displacement
increments.
6. If unloading is detected anywhere, modify the
stiffness parameters of the corresponding concrete
layer and return to the previous time step i

= i - 1;

6xl.O

go to 3.
7. Equilibrium iteration loop: j = 1, 2, ...
8. Update: configuration, element deformations.

~

40.0

,,

9. Compute and factorize incremental stiffness matrix

of the structure.

Fig. 5.1. Finite element model of the frame

10. Compute unbalanced nodal forces.
11. If the norm of unbalanced forces does not exceed

the tolerance, complete the equilibrium iterations.
12. Solve incremental equations for displacement

corrections.

J(t, t')

The creep compliance function

for

concrete was represented analytically according to [6].
Time-dependent elastic properties of concrete can be
described by the conventional short-time elastic

13. End of the equilibrium iteration loop.
14. If the lifespan of the structure is over, complete the

modulus corresponding to load duration of about
Lit= 0.1 day

incrementation loop.

E(t) = 1/ J(t + L1 t, t)

The program is written in FORTRAN 77, and
works on PENTIUM personal computer. The software

and by the creep coefficient

can be easily modified to adopt any analytical

tp(t,t') = E(t') J(t,t') -1.

expression for creep law and for cracking relations of
reinforced concrete. The further development is also

These quantities are plotted on the Fig. 5.2.

possible, introducing the assessment of quasi-brittle
behaviour of concrete in the compression zone.
5. Numerical Results

The non-linear analysis of a frame, presented in
the Fig. 5.1, was performed, using the program. The
loading of the frame is growing from zero, attains its
final level at time moment t

compression is 30.0 MPa, tensile strength of concrete,
computed by the empirical formula [20], is

'= 0.324

0

I

I

I

I

2000

4000

6000

8000

10000

I

8000

10000

= 316.6 days, and remains

constant until the end of a lifetime of a structure
t N = 10000
days. The concrete strength in

/ 1

l~!!!t

VJf = 3.128 MPa

::~
0

modulus of elasticity of steel reinforcement is
£,=200000 MPa. Detailed description of concrete mix
composition used here can be found in the preceding
publication [15].
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2000

I

I

4000

6000

l

Fig. 5.2. Short-time elastic modulus (upper graph) and
creep coefficient qi._t,t'), corresponding to the time of
loading t = 10.0 days (lower graph).

1245
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(43.24)

30.15(30. 75

-207.1
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-5

M,

16.48 (16.49

211000

5

0

Fig. 5.4. Stresses and strains ofthe middle cross-section

1.915 (1.319)

:I

-12.67 (-13.84)

In Fig. 5.3 there are plotted the final values of

~

~ II'

Fig. 5.3. Redistribution of bending moments at time
t=10000 days. Bending moments: when geometrical
non-linearity is neglected (upper graph); in lower graph
geometrically non-linear solution is shown. In brackets are
written bending moments with the account
of the reloading effect

07
10

1000

100

10000

Fig. 5.5. Stress history for the layer y= -0.0325 m of the
middle cross-section of the frame
Memory

model

of

concrete

creep

has

been

bending moments. The influence of slenderness and

successfully introduced into the algorithm. Possible

unloading effects is clearly seen in this figure.

cracking of the tension zone and reloading effects are

Fig. 5.4 shows the stresses (on the left) and

taken into account. The layer representation of a

strains (on the right) of the middle cross-section of the

cross-section is used. The method is free of simplifying

frame, for time t=20.0 days, when the loading attains

assumptions regarding the creep theory and non-linear

its full magnitude, and for the final time moment
t= 10000.0 days. The fine line represents stresses and

material behaviour. The algorithm used can be

strains that are obtained, neglecting the unloading
effect, and the bold line shows the strict solution.

quasi-brittle behaviour and non-linear creep effects in

developed further, it allows to account for non-linear
the compression zone and the plasticity of steel

The difference of the stress history of concrete

reinforcement, as well. The numerical algorithm

for the separate layer of the middle section is seen on

showed its stability in case of unloading of certain

the Fig. 5.5. Bold lower line shows the true stress

concrete layers. Sufficient accuracy can be achieved

history, including reloading effects, the upper line is

subdividing the section into 20 to 50 layers and

obtained neglecting the reloading effects.

introducing about 50 time intervals over the lifespan
of a structure.

7. Summary and conclusions
The consistent geometrically and materially nonlinear finite element algorithm is presented, and
appropriate computer code, applicable to creep and
large displacement analysis of plane reinforced concrete frame structures, has been written and tested.
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Appendix

The elements of the incremental element
stiffness matrix ku, related to the longitudinal
displacements in regard of the centroidal axis:
kf2 = -

1

3L

( Joo + 0.5Moo),

1
kf3 = - --(BJoo + 2Moo),

3L

k;2 = _1 (7Joo +5.5L1Joo), k;3 = __
1 (BJoo + 6L1Joo),

3L

3L

k;3 = -3L1 (16J00 + 8L1J00 ).

(A.l)

Here J 00 = Ja~, Ll J 00 = Ja~> - Jabl, where Ja~ and
Ja~> are the values, computed at the nodes 1 and 2

respectively. These quantities are referred to the
plane, perpendicular to the inclined centroidal xaxis, L the length of the element in x direction.
After the elimination of the displacement u 3 the
condensed matrix ku consists of the elements
flu!

=kft -

I

k:;k;! k;3 •

flu2

= klu2 -

I

kf3k;3 k;3 •

(A.2)
The elements of the bending part of the matrix,
related to the nodal displacements w1 , x 1 , w2 , x 2 , are
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Here J YY and 11 J YY are defined analogically, as J 00
and 11 J YY , and matrix is defined in the

x- z

The upper symmetric triangle of the whole matrix
is

£r~

0

flu2

0

0

kft kf2

0

kf3

k~2

0

kf3
0

kf4
kf4
0

0

ke =

k22

(A.4)

k~4

kf3

kb44
The components of section force resultant vector,
Fig. 3.1, are obtained in initial reference axes, and
they must be recalculated to the

x- z

reference axes:

•N = N cos~+Qsin~,}

(AS)

Q = -N sin~+Qcos~.
The nodal forces, related to the degrees of freedom
u1 , u2 , u3 , are found by the formulas that are derived
from the equation (3.8), using the principle of virtual
displacements:

F:·2 =.!. N<2> + ~ i1<2>
6

6

fr; = ~(il<t> - fl<2> ) .
Here

it<t> and i1< 2> are stress

I. Cypinas

axes.
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Santrauka
Sukurtas netiesinis skaiciavimo metodas ir sudaryta
kompiuterio programa, kuri igalina atlikti realiq statybiniq
konstrukcijq valkSnumo skaiciavimllo veikiant ilgalaikems
apkrovoms ir esant ply5iams tempiamoje betono zonoje.
Programa sprendZia netiesincr remo deformacijos lygCiq
sistemll
Niutono-Rafsono
metodu.
Naudojamas
geometri~kai ir fizffikai netiesinis baigtiniq elementq metodo
algoritmas. Betonui priimamas integralinis valkSnumo
desnis, gniu:ldymo zonai apsiribojama tiesiniu valkSnumu,
tempiamam betonui taikomas analitinis modelis, kuri
sudaro pleffiejantis betono elementas su krentancia
itempimq-deformacijq kreives saka, nuosekliai sujungtas su
tiesffikai deformuojamu valkSniu nesupleffiejusio betono
elementu. Sluoksninis skerspjiivio modelis igalina taip pat ir
gniufdymo zonai pritaikyti netiesini deformavimo desfli.
Uzdavinys yra sprendZiamas skaiCiuojant deformacijq ir
poslinkiq prieaugius maZais laiko Zingsniais.
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(A6)

resultants according to

(A.S), computed at the corresponding end nodes of an
element.

The

eliminated

displacement

u3

is

determined by the formula

~=~-~~-~~v~

~~

that follows directly from the element force equations.
This quantity is used to compute the strains in element

nodes according to (3.8).
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